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ABSTRACT 

Drug efficacy is conventionally quantified by the IC50 and εmax, but these metrics are 

highly sensitive to the measurement time. We have proposed an alternative method of obtaining 

IC50 and εmax from a mathematical model of the dose-dependent effect of anti-cancer drugs on 

cancer cells proliferation over time. These IC50 and εmax, obtained from longitudinal data on 

cancer cell proliferation would, therefore, be independent of time. In nature and observed in 

experiment, cancer cell proliferation is erratic and therefore we expect there to be inherent scatter 

in experimental data. (1) Here, we have tested to find the error in our proposed method's ability 

to estimate IC50 and εmax due to computer-simulated noise. We found that even with a small 

amount of noise at 1%, there was a large error (the standard deviation was about 200% of the 

mean) in our estimates of IC50 and εmax. (2) We have also tested how well our modeling method 

fits experimental data we collected on cancer cell proliferation of MCF-7 cells, a breast cancer 

cell-line, with different applied doses of doxorubicin, a known anti-cancer drug. In the process, 

we tested the fitting of several proposed mathematical models for drug dose-dependent cancer 

cell proliferation and found that a modified logistic growth model had the best fit to the 

experimental data. Here, we have also synthesized a novel anti-cancer therapy, doxorubicin 

(Dox) attached to a single-walled carbon nanotube (CNT) delivery vehicle and solubilized with 

polyethylene glycol (PEG): Dox-PEG-CNT. (3) We loaded a greater than 1:1 ratio of 

doxorubicin to CNT by mass.  This Dox-PEG-CNT will be used in future experiments to 

determine its IC50 and εmax using our proposed method. We have already produced evidence that 

it is more effective than doxorubicin alone using traditional cell-based methods (MTT 

Cytotoxicity Assay). Our proposed method will, therefore, provide a complement or alternative 
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to existing cell-based methods of discovering novel anti-cancer therapies, including but not 

limited to anti-cancer drug delivery with nanomaterials. 
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INTRODUCTION 

      New anti-cancer drugs and treatments are constantly being developed and tested. Measuring 

the efficacy of these new drugs in cancer cells, in vitro, is a crucial step in the discovery of anti-

cancer molecules and the development of novel anti-cancer therapies [1]. Furthermore, these 

measurements of drug efficacy in cancer cell-line experiments are also used to determine drug 

doses given to patients in clinical trials [2]. Therefore, the development of scientific methods to 

accurately measure the efficacy of new anti-cancer drugs in cancer cell-line experiments is 

fundamental to basic cancer research and patient treatment. 

     There are two measures that researchers currently rely on to determine anti-cancer drug 

efficacy: the drug dose needed to achieve half of the maximum reduction in cells (IC50 ) and the 

maximum effect of the drug (εmax ) (see Fig. 1.) [3].  

 

 

Figure 1. Drug Dose Response Curve 
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Equation 1.  

Here is the equation for drug efficacy, commonly known as the Michaelis-Menten equation 

where 𝜀 represents the drug efficacy and C represents the drug concentration [4]. 

      However, the current cell-based assays which researchers use to obtain these two values have 

a major limitation: the IC50 and εmax obtained are time-dependent. The reason for this problem is 

because data from these, say “traditional”, cell-based assays is typically obtained at a single 

measurement time [5][6]. With these methods, the drug in question is applied to cancer cells at a 

range of drug concentrations, and then after some desired time of exposure, the volume of cancer 

cells or metabolic activity is assessed at each drug concentration through the presence of ATP, 

reduction in tetrazolium, presence of protease markers, or other marker of cell viability [5][6]. 

The reduction in cell viability at each drug concentration as compared to control cells (with no 

drug applied) is then used to determine the efficacy of the drug at each concentration [5][6]. 

From this data taken at one time measurement, an IC50 and εmax are obtained. However, this data 

does not take into account how the drug may be more effective over time. In theory and in 

experiment, the longer that cancer cells are exposed to drug, the more effective the drug could be 

[1]. As a result, the IC50 and εmax obtained in current methods depend on the measurement time 

of the experiment. To demonstrate this problem, we simulated the proliferation of cancer cells 

under drug-dose dependent conditions (see Fig. 2.). This demonstrates how changing the 

measurement time, which may vary from experiment to experiment, affects the IC50 and εmax 

calculated with current cell-based models and methods. 

𝜀 =
𝜀𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗𝐶

𝐼𝐶50 + 𝐶
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Figure 2. Time-Dependence of Drug Dose Response Curve 

To address the problem of the time-dependence of IC50 and εmax, we are developing a new, 

alternative method for determining IC50 and εmax through mathematical modeling of cancer cell 

proliferation. Specifically, we are developing ODE (ordinary differential equation) mathematical 

models of the drug dose-dependent effect on cancer cell proliferation and collecting experimental 

data to inform these mathematical models. These models will be used to develop new methods of 

calculating IC50 and εmax. Since these new IC50 and εmax will be obtained from longitudinal data 

of cancer cells as they proliferate over time at different drug doses, they will therefore be 

independent of measurement time. This addresses the problem with current methods which yield 

time-dependent measures of IC50 and εmax. 

This method of determining drug efficacy parameters, IC50 and εmax from ODE models of 

cancer proliferation has been explored previously with models of influenza proliferation, but not 

yet with cancer [7]. The reason that this direction has not yet been explored is because collecting 

data on cancer cell proliferation over the course of multiple measurement times is expensive and 

time consuming. So, instead, existing cell-based assays and models for anti-cancer drug efficacy 
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measures like IC50 and εmax only require one time of measurement [5][6]. Other groups 

investigating different parameters and mathematical models for the calculation of drug efficacy 

parameters like IC50 and εmax rely on data from one time of measurement [4]  In one recent case, 

Hefner et al. defined the GR50, the concentration of a drug that reduces cell growth rate by half 

[1]. But this parameter is also calculated from only two measurement times and is time-

dependent [1]. 

Here, we have begun much of the ground-level work in developing this method. This 

started first with collecting experimental data on cancer cell proliferation under different applied 

drug doses. These experiments involved growing MCF-7 breast cancer cells on a 2D surface and 

applying doxorubicin (Dox), at different concentrations to the cells. Dox is an anti-cancer drug 

effective against breast cancer cells and widely used in clinical chemotherapy [8]. We took 

measurements of the number of viable cancer cells every 2 days over the over the course of 14 

days. 

We then fit a few different potential mathematical models, Equation 2, 3, 4, and 5, 

through the experimental data we collected.  The models chosen are general logistic and 

Gompertz growth models with drug effect factor (1 − 𝜀) applied to one of the parameters in 

each. (Recall that 𝜀 is defined in Equation 1.)  

 

Equation 2. Logistic Growth Model with Drug Effect on Parameter a 

𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎𝑁 (1 −

𝑁

(1 − 𝜀) 𝑏
 ) 

Equation 3. Logistic Growth Model with Drug Effect on Parameter b 

𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝑡
= (1 − 𝜀) 𝑎𝑁 (1 −

𝑁

𝑏
) 
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𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝑡
= (1 − 𝜀) 𝑎𝑁 𝑙𝑛 (1 −

𝑏

 𝑁 + 𝑐
) 

Equation 4. Gompertz Growth Model with Drug Effect on Parameter a 

𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎𝑁 𝑙𝑛 (1 −

𝑏

 𝑁 + (1 − 𝜀)𝑐
) 

Equation 5. Gompertz Growth Model with Drug Effect on Parameter c 

The logistic, Gompertz, and other models have been previously explored as potential models of 

cancer proliferation and tumor growth [9] [10][11][12]. We have modified these models to 

include the drug dose-dependent effect on cancer growth by adding the factor of (1 − 𝜀). There 

are other existing models for cancer cell proliferation, but we chose logistic and Gompertz to 

begin our investigation due to their relative simplicity and their sigmoidal shape [10]. The 

sigmoidal shape matched our experimental model, where the cancer cells initially grew 

exponentially and then leveled off over time as they run out of space.  Furthermore, the logistic 

and Gompertz model have been shown to be one of the better fitting models of experimental 

tumor growth as compared to others such as power law, exponential, or Von Bertalanffy [12]. 

We obtained IC50 and εmax values from fitting these four models through the experimental data 

collected. Then the sum of the squared residuals (SSR) between the model fits and the 

experimental data to determine the goodness of the fits. 

      Secondly, we have tested the effect of noise applied to simulations of one of these models 

(see Equation 2.) on the error in assessing IC50 and εmax.  N represents the number of cancer 

cells, t is time, a is growth rate, b is the carrying capacity, and 𝜀 is drug efficacy from Equation 

1. Note that in this model, the drug effect is modifying the growth rate parameter a. The purpose 

of this is to test how well our method works at providing estimates of IC50 and εmax  with 

computationally simulated data before we test the method with the experimental data we are 
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collecting. This will help us determine how feasible our method is and whether we should 

modify it. 

Furthermore, since our ultimate goal is to be able to use our proposed method and 

mathematical model as a tool to assess the effectiveness of novel anti-cancer therapy drugs, we 

have successfully synthesized and characterized a novel anti-cancer therapy: doxorubicin non-

covalently attached to carbon nanotubes (Dox-PEG-CNT). And, we have already produced 

evidence that Dox-PEG-CNT is more effective than Dox alone using traditional cell-based 

methods. As a result, our proposed method of measuring drug efficacy will be used in addition to 

current cell-based methods to aid in the discovery of novel anti-cancer therapies.  
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METHODS 

(1) Generating Simulated Noisy Data Sets and Determining Error in IC50 and εmax: 

In order to generate the noisy data sets, we first assume that our chosen model (Equation 2.) is 

correct. We solved the equation in Python using the default setting in scipy.odeint() to generate a 

sample data set with parameters a=0.8, K=2000, IC50=500, and εmax=0.8 and at four different 

drug concentrations (0, 200, 500, 1000) (see Figure 3.). 

 

 

Figure 3. Simulation of the chosen mathematical model (Equation 2). 

a=0.8, K=2000, IC50=500, and εmax=0.8 

Since we intend to take measurements every 2 days over the course of 14 days in real 

experiments, we recorded the values for number of cancer cells every 2 days at each drug 

concentration over 14 days from the simulated data. The values formed the basis of our data set 

before noise was added. The noise was then added to each data point by randomly generating a 

value from a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and standard deviations of 1%, 5%, 10%, and 

15% of the number of cancer cells at each data point.  
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Figure 4. Noisy Data Set 

This process was repeated 10 times at each noise level to generate a total of 40 noisy data sets 

like one shown in Figure 4. Each of the noisy data sets were fit with the chosen mathematical 

model to determine estimates for IC50 and εmax. For our fitting procedure, we used 

scipy.minimize() in Python, which takes an initial guess of parameters, inputs them into a 

function, and systematically shifts all the parameters to find the parameters that would produce 

the minimum output. So, we wrote a function that calculates the sum of the squared-residuals 

(SSR) between the solved mathematical model (Equation 2.) and the data set, and we used 

scipy.minimize() to find the parameters that minimized the SSR. From these parameters we 

obtained an IC50 and εmax for each data set. Then, we calculated the average and standard 

deviation in IC50 and εmax at each noise level. See Appendix C for the source code. 

 

(2) Fitting of Mathematical Models through Experimental Data: 

We collected experimental data on cancer cell proliferation under different doses of doxorubicin. 
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For each concentration of doxorubicin (0 ug/mL, 0.00005 ug/mL, 0.0005 ug/mL, 0.005 ug/mL, 

0.05 ug/mL), 21 wells of a 96-well plate, were plated or seeded with 1000 MCF-7 cells (breast 

cancer) each. Every 2 days afterwards, for 14 days, 3 wells from each drug concentration were 

counted with a hemocytometer and electronic cell counter for the number of viable cancer cells. 

The hemocytometer provided less error than the electronic cell counter, so the data here is from 

the hemocytometer. The average number of cells from the 3 wells was used to determine the 

number of cancer cells at that particular drug concentration and measurement time for the data 

set (see Fig. 5). 

 

Figure 5. Proliferation of MCF-7 cells with Doxorubicin 

We then fit the experimental data with four mathematical models (Equation 2,3,4, and 5) to 

calculate estimates for IC50 and εmax using each model. For our fitting procedure, we used the 

same procedure described in the previous methods section, calculating SSR and using 

scipy.minimize(). See Appendix A for the experimental data and Appendix B for the source code. 
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(3) Synthesis of PEG-CNT Control: 

In order to minimize effects of contamination in cell studies, we prepared PEG-CNT, single-

walled carbon nanotubes (CNT) dispersed with polyethylene glycol (PEG), in the most sterile 

conditions possible by sterilizing equipment and using a laminar flow hood. PEG is a surfactant 

necessary to disperse the nanotubes in aqueous solution. We prepared a solution mixing a ratio of 

0.2 mg CNT: 0.5 mg PEG: 1 mL water for a total mixture of 4 mL. The solution was sonicated 

for 40 cycles of 30 second bursts in a Covaris bath sonicator to disperse the nanotubes and to 

facilitate non-covalent attachment of the PEG to CNT. Then the solution was filtered and washed 

3 times to remove excess PEG, using a 100 kDa centrifuge filter at 12000 g for 2 minutes per 

cycle. The filtered PEG-CNT was resuspended in water and sonicated for 2 cycles in the Covaris 

bath sonicator. 

(4) Synthesis of Dox-PEG-CNT: 

In order to minimize effects of contamination in cell studies, we prepared Dox-PEG-CNT, 

carbon-nanotubes loaded with doxorubicin anti-cancer drug and dispersed with PEG, in the most 

sterile conditions possible by sterilizing equipment and using a laminar flow hood. We prepared 

a solution at 1 mmol of Dox and mixed a ratio of 0.59 mg Dox: 0.2 mg CNT: 0.5 mg PEG: 1 mL 

water for a total mixture of 1 mL [13]. The solution was sonicated for 32 cycles of 30 second 

bursts in a Covaris bath sonicator to disperse the nanotubes and to facilitate non-covalent 

attachment of the Dox and PEG to the CNTs. Then the solution was filtered and washed 3 times 

to remove excess Dox and PEG, using a 100 kDa centrifuge filter at 1200 g. 

(5) Characterization of Dox-PEG-CNT: 

Characterization of carbon-nanotubes in the Dox-PEG-CNT synthesis was determined using an 

experimentally derived extinction coefficient of our CNTs at 632 nm absorption. Concentration 
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of Dox in our Dox-PEG-CNT was determined by subtracting the absorption curve of our PEG-

CNT control from the absorption curve of our Dox-PEG-CNT (see Fig. 6.). We then used an 

experimentally derived extinction coefficient of our Dox at 490 nm, the absorption peak of Dox, 

to calculate the concentration of Dox in our Dox-PEG-CNT sample. We found that our synthesis 

of Dox-PEG-CNT yielded 0.135 mg Dox: 0.093 mg CNT: 1 mL of H2O, which means that we 

loaded a greater than 1:1 ratio of Dox onto CNT by mass. All absorption measurements were 

obtained using a Cary 60 UV-vis spectrophotometer. 

 

 Figure 6. UV-Vis Absorption of Dox-PEG-CNT and PEG-CNT 

(6) MTT Cytotoxicity Assay to Assess Efficacy of Dox-PEG-CNT: 

A stock solution of 10 ug/mL of Dox and another stock solution containing 10 ug/mL of Dox 

attached to carbon nanotubes (Dox-PEG-CNT) were prepared. A stock solution of PEG-CNT 

with the same concentration of carbon nanotubes as the prepared Dox-PEG-CNT stock was also 

prepared. (The synthesis and characterization of the Dox-PEG-CNT and PEG-CNT are detailed 

in the previous methods sections.) The three stock solutions (Dox alone, Dox-PEG-CNT, and 

PEG-CNT) were serially diluted to create a range of concentrations for the MTT cytotoxicity 
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assay. For each concentration of the three materials, 8 wells of a 96 well-plate were plated with 

5000 MCF-7 cells. After 48 hours of exposure to the materials, the cell viability was assessed 

with MTT dye at 590 nm absorption to minimize contamination with detection of doxorubicin 

absorption which peaks at 490 nm. 
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RESULTS and DISCUSSION 

(1) Assessing the effect of noise on the error in estimation of IC50 and εmax: 

We obtained estimates of IC50 and εmax through the model fitting of data generated at different 

noise levels. The error bars, which represent the standard deviation in IC50 and εmax, are 

relatively large for both plots. Observe in Figure 7 that there is a standard deviation of about 

200% of the mean in our estimate of IC50 at only 1% noise.  However, on average, the IC50 and 

εmax remained closed to the ideal values that we used to generate the ideal data set before noise 

(IC50=500 and εmax=0.8) (see Fig. 7.)   

 

 

Figure 7. Error in IC50 and εmax as a Function of Noise 

  

(2) Fitting of Mathematical Models through Experimental Data: 

Here are the results of fitting our experimentally obtained data of the proliferation of MCF-7 

cells with different doses of doxorubicin, using four different potential mathematical models.  

The models in Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11 correspond with Equations 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively. 
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Figure 8. Logistic Growth Model Fit with Drug Effect on Parameter a 

 

 

Figure 9. Logistic Growth Model Fit with Drug Effect on Parameter b 
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Figure 10. Gompertz Growth Model Fit with Drug Effect on Parameter a 

 

 

Figure 11. Gompertz Growth Model Fit with Drug Effect on Parameter c 
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 a  b  c  εmax  IC50  ug/mL  SSR  

Logistic Growth w/ Drug Effect on Parameter a  0.660  199000   1.32  0.0249  9.48e10  

Logistic Growth w/ Drug Effect on Parameter b  0.595  341000   0.830  2.23e-4  1.33e11  

Gompertz Growth w/ Drug Effect on Parameter a  0.124  350000  0.0500  0.750  0.00500 2.18e11  

Gompertz Growth w/ Drug Effect on Parameter c  0.195  350000  0.0500  0.912  0.0108  1.22e11  

Table 1. Parameters and SSR from Model Fitting of MCF-7 Cell Proliferation with Doxorubicin 

We can observe from Table 1 that, of the models we tested, the logistic growth model with 

drug effect on parameter a, the growth rate, had the best fit because it had the lowest SSR at 

9.48e10.  However, the logistic growth model with drug effect on parameter a is not fitting the 

later points of the experimental data well, even though it is the best model of the ones we tested. 

One can observe this qualitatively by seeing that this model is not fitting many of the later time 

points in Figure 8. We intend to modify the model and fitting method in the future to address this 

issue. 

(3) Assessment of Efficacy of Dox-PEG-CNT using traditional cell-based methods: 

Here we have tested the efficacy of the novel anti-cancer therapy Dox-PEG-CNT using 

traditional cell-based methods, specifically an MTT cytotoxicity assay that measures the number 

of viable cancer cells present through the reduction in tetrazolium MTT dye. The results from 

this method show that Dox-PEG-CNT is more toxic against MCF-7 breast cancer cells than Dox 

alone or PEG-CNT alone (see Fig. 12). Observe that Dox-PEG-CNT has the most negative slope 

in cell viability. Recall that traditional cell-based methods involve assessing the viability of 

cancer cells with applied drug after one single measurement time. We will eventually use our 

proposed method of measuring the effect of drug dose on the cancer cell proliferation over 
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multiple measurement times to assess the efficacy of Dox-PEG-CNT.  See Appendix D for data 

set. 

 

Figure 12. MCF-7 Cell Viability as a Function of Drug Concentration 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

  We have found that there is a large error in our proposed method’s ability to estimate 

IC50 and εmax due to noise. From preliminary experiments, we have observed a large amount of 

noise such that the data collected has a standard deviation of up to 100% of the mean, so we 

expect noise to be an issue with our proposed method. However, we have also found that, our 

method is still able to provide accurate measures of drug efficacy IC50 and εmax on average. So, 

we can still obtain accurate estimates of IC50 and εmax using our proposed method given enough 

trials in an experiment. Other modifications to the experimental method may be explored to 

minimize the effect of noise. 

Furthermore, we have obtained experimental data of MCF-7 cell proliferation under 

different concentrations of doxorubicin. Based on the fitting of four different potential 

mathematical models for drug dose-dependent cancer cell proliferation through this experimental 

data, we have found that our logarithmic growth model with drug effect on parameter a, the 

growth rate, produces the best fit. This logarithmic growth model with drug effect on parameter 

a is therefore a promising model for drug dose-dependent cancer cell proliferation.  In order to 

lower the SSR further and obtain a better fit, we will continue to explore different cell 

proliferation models and different fitting methods.  

Finally, we have assessed the effectiveness of a novel anti-cancer drug, Dox-PEG-CNT, 

using “traditional” methods, specifically a standard MTT cytotoxicity assay. This experiment 

provides evidence that Dox-PEG-CNT is more effective than Dox alone or PEG-CNT alone. We 

can conclude that carbon nanotubes may be an effective drug delivery vehicle for anti-cancer 

drugs such as doxorubicin. In order to confirm these results, we will repeat experiments using 

traditional cell-based methods and additionally use our proposed alternative method measuring 
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the drug dose-dependent effect on cancer cell proliferation. This will aid in the investigation of 

the effectiveness of this novel anti-cancer therapy. 

 In summary, here we have developed a new method of measuring anti-cancer drug 

efficacy by measuring the dose-dependent effect anti-cancer drugs on cancer cell proliferation. 

We have assessed the error in our proposed method due to noise in our simulated model of drug 

dose-dependent cancer cell proliferation.  We have obtained experimental data on drug dose-

dependent cancer cell proliferation and have found that a logarithmic growth model with drug 

effect on the growth rate parameter (Equation 2) is the best fit for this data set. And, finally we 

will use our proposed method to aid in the discovery of novel anti-cancer therapies such as Dox-

PEG-CNT. 
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APPENDIX 

A. Experimental Cancer Growth Data 

0 1000 
2 1666.666667 
4 7500 
6 17500 
8 58333.33333 
10 195833.3333 
12 347500 
14 89166.66667 
0 1000 
2 0 
4 6666.666667 
6 31666.66667 
8 57500 
10 188333.3333 
12 321666.6667 
14 133333.3333 
0 1000 
2 833.3333333 
4 6666.666667 
6 20833.33333 
8 48333.33333 
10 170000 
12 172500 
14 81666.66667 
0 1000 
2 3750 
4 9583.333333 
6 15833.33333 
8 38333.33333 
10 69166.66667 
12 223333.3333 
14 100000 
0 1000 
2 3750 
4 0 
6 0 
8 416.6666667 
10 0 
12 833.3333333 
14 1666.666667 
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B. Fitting of Mathematical Model (Logistic Growth w/ Drug Effect on Paramater a) through 

Experimental Data 

 
import numpy as np 

from scipy.integrate import odeint 

from scipy.optimize import minimize 

%matplotlib inline 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

 

 

#### INPUT DATA 

data = np.genfromtxt("MadisonDoxGrowth.txt") 

colors=('red','orange','green','blue','purple') 

#initial cell population 

global N0 

N0=1000 

#time of experiment 

t = np.linspace(0,14,43) 

#drug concentrations 

 

global D 

D=(0,0.00005,0.0005,0.005,0.05) 

Di=0 

##split data by drug concentration 

drugcon=np.split(data,np.where(data[:,0]==0)[0][1:]) 

#choose initial guess parameters 

guess=(0.6, 350000, 1.0, 0.0025) 

#calculating SSR for all data sets 

def CalculateSSR(par): 

    SSR=0 
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    for i in range(len(D)): 

        datai=drugcon[i] 

        ti= datai[:,0] 

        Ni= datai[:,1] 

        Di=D[i] #set Drug concentration 

     

    #define logistic growth model  ##NOTE!! Di must be defined before 

using this fxn 

        def LogModel(N,t,a,b,emax,IC50): 

            e=emax*Di/(IC50+Di) 

            dNdt=(1-e)*a*N*(1-N/(b)) 

            return dNdt 

  

        def SolveLogModel(par,time): 

            a=par[0] 

            b=par[1] 

            emax=par[2] 

            IC50=par[3] 

            N=odeint(LogModel,N0,time,args=(a,b,emax,IC50)) 

            return N     

     

        Nm=SolveLogModel(par,ti) 

        rsq= np.square(Ni-Nm[:,0]) 

        SSR= SSR+np.sum(rsq) 

    return SSR 

     

     

#Calculating the Best Fit using scipy.minimize() 

solution = minimize(CalculateSSR,guess) 
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parm=solution.x 

 

#Print Best Fit Parameters and SSR for the Best Fit 

 

print(parm) 

print(CalculateSSR(parm)) 
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C. Simulating Cancer Proliferation and Assessing the Effect of Noise on Estimates of IC50 

and εmax 

import numpy as np 

from scipy.integrate import odeint 

from scipy.optimize import minimize 

%matplotlib inline 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

 

colors=('red','orange','green','blue') 

#initial cell population 

global N0 

N0=32.27344992050803 

#time of experiment 

t = np.linspace(0,14,43) 

#drug concentrations 

global D 

D=(0,200,500,1000) 

Di=0 

 

#choose initial guess parameters 

guess=(0.8, 2000, 0.75, 500) 

 

K=10  # number of simulations 

IC50s=np.zeros(K) 

emaxs=np.zeros(K) 

 

#Set the noise level added to simulated data 

Percenterror=0.01 
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#Generate K number of noisy data sets 

for j in range(K): 

    #####GENERATING SIMULATED DATA 

    fakedata=[] 

 

    for i in range(len(D)): 

        Di=D[i] #set Drug concentration 

        ts=[0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14] 

      

 

        #define logistic growth model  ##NOTE!! Di must be defined 

before using this fxn 

        def LogModel(N,t,a,b,emax,IC50): 

            e=emax*Di/(IC50+Di) 

            dNdt=(1-e)*a*N*(1-N/b) 

            return dNdt 

  

        def SolveLogModel(par,time): 

            a=par[0] 

            b=par[1] 

            emax=par[2] 

            IC50=par[3] 

            N=odeint(LogModel,N0,time,args=(a,b,emax,IC50)) 

            return N 

     

        #generate simulated data before noise 

        Ns=SolveLogModel(guess,ts)        
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        #adding noise 

        for k in range(len(ts)): 

            Ns[k]=Ns[k]+np.random.normal(0,Percenterror*Ns[k]) 

             

        plt.scatter(ts,Ns,label=Di, c=colors[i]) 

         

        #generating a "fakedata" set with noise added to four 

different drug concentrations" 

        if i==0: 

            fakedata=Ns      

        else:     

            fakedata=np.vstack([fakedata,Ns]) 

     

    faketime=[[0],[2],[4],[6],[8],[10],[12],[14]] 

    faketimes=np.vstack([faketime,faketime,faketime,faketime]) 

 

    #totalfakes is the the fakedata with the time points "faketimes" 

    totalfakes=np.append(faketimes,fakedata,axis=1) 

      

    #####CALCULAT IC50 and EMAX from the "totalfakes" noisy data set 

    data = totalfakes    

    np.savetxt("totalfakes",data) 

    ##split data by drug concentration 

    drugcon=np.split(data,np.where(data[:,0]==0)[0][1:]) 

 

    #calculating solution with minimum SSR 

    def CalculateSSR(par): 

        SSR=0 

        for i in range(len(D)): 
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            datai=drugcon[i] 

            ti= datai[:,0] 

            Ni= datai[:,1] 

            Di=D[i] #set Drug concentration 

 

        #define logistic growth model  ##NOTE!! Di must be defined 

before using this fxn 

            def LogModel(N,t,a,b,emax,IC50): 

                e=emax*Di/(IC50+Di) 

                dNdt=(1-e)*a*N*(1-N/b) 

                return dNdt 

 

            def SolveLogModel(par,time): 

                a=par[0] 

                b=par[1] 

                emax=par[2] 

                IC50=par[3] 

                N=odeint(LogModel,N0,time,args=(a,b,emax,IC50)) 

                return N     

 

            Nm=SolveLogModel(par,ti) 

            rsq= np.square(Ni-Nm[:,0]) 

            SSR= SSR+np.sum(rsq) 

        return SSR 

 

    solution = minimize(CalculateSSR,guess) 

    parm=solution.x 

 

    #generating plot for the fitting 

curves###################################### 
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    for i in range(len(D)): 

        datai=drugcon[i] 

        ti= datai[:,0] 

        Ni= datai[:,1] 

        Di=D[i] #set Drug concentration 

 

        #define logistic growth model  ##NOTE!! Di must be defined 

before using this fxn 

        def LogModel(N,t,a,b,emax,IC50): 

            e=emax*Di/(IC50+Di) 

            dNdt=(1-e)*a*N*(1-N/b) 

            return dNdt 

 

        def SolveLogModel(par,time): 

            a=par[0] 

            b=par[1] 

            emax=par[2] 

            IC50=par[3] 

            N=odeint(LogModel,N0,time,args=(a,b,emax,IC50)) 

            return N     

            plt.plot(t, SolveLogModel(parm,t), c=colors[i], 

dashes=[3,3]) 

 

        plt.legend(title="Drug\nConcentrations\n(nM)", 

fontsize="small") 

        plt.xlabel("Days") 

        plt.ylabel("Cancer Cells") 

 

    plt.show() 

    print(parm)   
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    IC50s[j]=parm[3] 

    emaxs[j]=parm[2] 

     

print("done") 

 

#Calculating the average and standard deviation of the IC50s and Emaxs 

from the simulations 

 

print(np.mean(IC50s)) 

print(np.mean(emaxs)) 

 

print(np.std(IC50s)) 

print(np.std(emaxs)) 
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D. MTT Cytotoxicity Assay Data for Dox-PEG-CNT, Dox-alone, and PEG-CNT 

Doxorubicin (ug/ml) 

Dox alone 

Normalized 

absorption 

PEG-CNT 

Normalized 

absorption 

Dox-PEG-CNT 

Normalized 

absorption 

0.00625 1 1 1 

0.0125 0.82425097 0.987046621 0.95713435 

0.025 0.86739514 0.872625106 0.84573659 

0.05 0.82904477 **1.857081915.  0.70450486 

0.1 0.80845964 **1.907168314 0.51762916 

0.2 0.69510046 0.856649272 0.49050738 

0.4 0.69698038 0.779360777 0.39233975 

0.8 0.75243802 0.855785713 0.36945161 

1.6 0.76193162 0.863816808 0.35473308 

 

**The outlier results were omitted 


